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Satanic bedtime stories is a collection of fables, each illustrating the practical applications of The

Satanic Church's Nine Satanic Statements with fun characters. Join the young boy Damien as he

learns that Satan can be your best friend. Fang, the wolf, on his journey to learn that humans are as

wild and vicious as he. And finally, a practical spider named Lilith who comes to understand that

revenge is more effective than turning the other cheek.
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The basic ideas of the Church of Satan, as put forth by Lavey, is a religious ideal that shows the

inherent responsibility of the self. These bed time stories show how to look at this path. Well worth

reading, regardless of if you want to explain these ideas to a child or just explore them for yourself.

For when we take the left hand path, we know that we are the sole being responsible for what

happens to us, with us and around us because of the choices we make. It is our will and our will

alone that determines how we interact with others and how others see us. There is no law above

that. To paraphrase another sage it is to do as though wilt and only that.

I would not recommend this book. I admire the idea of creating bedtime story's to teach satanic

philosophy. This book, however , did not do a great job of this. There are nine chapters , each one a

satanic statement. This won't be effective because children won't understand all of the points. The

story's are too short, there are typos, and I read the entire thing in about ten minutes. Don't buy this

book, it's a waste of money and will confuse your kids.



I really enjoy this short story book. I don't see how this would be confusing, even for children. AND,

after all, that's what this book is for, children! if I had to choose between this book and say, the

wiggles, or teletubbies or any of that other ignorant crap the media and Christian organizations force

feed my children, I would much rather read them these short stories. maybe more people should

teach their children about how the planet really works, instead of making our youth too ignorant to

think for themselves with all the self-help crap that's out today.

Shallow, poorly written stories with lousy versions of moral endings. I like the idea but it could have

been done a lot better.

I saw this and immediately wanted to buy it since it's the first one of its kind that I've seen. However

the content inside I found very. .. "Meh". Errors in spelling, sometimes entire words missing or out of

order which would result in me having to make up my own words to fill in the gap. Also the stories

don't really have a bedtime feel to them, more often than not feeling like somewhat simple short

stories instead of something you would read to a child so they will fall sleep with the way they

contain murder and death. Overall, an okay book but very disappointing if actually looking for

bedtime stories with Satanic themes.

Fun little stories that are very easy to read, make their points perfectly, and are friendly, not "evil".

This book is exactly what it says to be. It takes the nine Satanic statements, and gives each one a 2

page story to explain the morals. I study Satanism, and even these stories helped me picture the

morals a little better. Nice little book.

These stories are great for children of the atheistic path or Church of Satan as well as other

principles. The book uses the the nine satanic statements of the Church of Satan. Well written and

done well. It's cute as well and I recommend it for Church of Satan enthusiasts as well as anyone

who is curious about another lifestyle and way of living. It shows a sweet side of the well hated

stereotype that all satanists are evil and do not care or love. I can see a Satanic witch reading this to

her child.It also teaches as well as well as being entertaining.

This book was really bad. Not only were the stories super simple and not enjoyable, there were

typos throughout. I had the Kindle version and I'm glad I got it through the Unlimited program



because if I bought this I would be asking for a refund right now. I recommend skipping this one,

because even kids would find this to be terrible.
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